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Description of the Thematic Area and outline of the Strategic Domains of focus for the Thematic Area are outlined, these represent 

the area of focus over which the TA will build their Agenda.

Strategic Domains

Description of 

Thematic Area

Strategic 

Domains

Every retail touch point (digital, physical, omni-channel etc.) in every sector (food, apparel, beauty, luxury, health 

etc.) must help people to better understand and facilitate the customer job, providing relevant services and 

products through the application of new technologies and the continuous design of the customer journey. 

People are customers every day, in every place and every moments, they walk out or touch a display to find 

answers to one or more specific needs. Necessities are changing as human, social and environmental systems 

are rapidly evolving. Retail can not be reduced to just sell things. It is a network of client centric companies and 

mainly a data driven experience which have impact on everyday life.

• Integrated and value-added services

• Interconnected and seamless Customer Journeys

• Resilient, Sustainable and Customer Centric Operations

• AI and Data 
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• Customers increasingly expect faster, cheaper and tailored delivery in e-commerce 

service

• Traditional grocers need to fix or compensate dilutive channels (becoming more cost 

efficient)

• Customers asking for a more convenient and flexible way to shop, mixing channels, 

places and experiences. Brick and mortar is not dead, Brick and click is the new black

• New retail business model put high pressure on standard models (e.g., subscriptions, 

cost leadership strategy etc.) 

• Customers asking for integrated services with one stop shopping experience

• Customers expect AI to improve their life management (e.g., auto-fulfilment, planner, 

style advisor etc.)

• Customer values and emotional connection demand is growing

• Increasing consumer desire to prioritize health and wellness 

• Sustainability is a key value (healthy life, sustainable materials etc.)

Trends and Scenarios – Business Environment – Market Forces
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• People don’t trust AI

• Automation and machines era is knocking at the door

• 3D printing will force new paradigm

• Internet shopping had a boost from the recent pandemic

• Growing demand for a traceable and transparent value chain

• Security and agency over personal data is fundamental

• Beginning of the Silver Tsunami asking new services and new profiling

• Client wants to be owner of his/her data and to act as if he/she is in full control of the data 

• Retailer are switching from who has digital services to a real omnichannel format

• Smart Homes and IoT perform final steps of the value chain of a retailer

• Advanced analytics can more accurately predict future demand, reduce waste, and 

maximize sales

• Edge and quantum computing are becoming “popular”

• AI is finally climbing is curve (e.g., GPT-3 etc.), but Artificial General Intelligence needs 

more time

• Social trust, tribe and word of mouth are the new CRM key points

• Social credits are a new P2P profiling system

Trends and Scenarios – Business Environment - Key Trends
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• Last-mile delivery has become a fertile area for innovation and new entrants

• Logistics is now considered the core of the supply chain, manufacturing is a secondary asset

• The ability to experiment with, and pilot new ideas based on a data driven innovation paradigm 

is a competitive advantage

• In the recent pandemic, many people realized that retail was a crucial part of their lives and 

that they are retail dependent for different needs

• Other industries are becoming twinned industries: Precision Nutrition, Precision Medicine, 

Genetics and Biotech with high impact on the food, beauty, wellness, clinic retail

• New digital competitor are expanding, and they have a phygital strategy

• Capitalization is the strategy for newborn retailers while traditional are struggling for investments

• Tech CAPEX is the biggest traditional retailers’ gap

• New way of connection with Fintech Sector

• Concentration of AI R&D and implementation (AI dominance) can divide market players and 

concentrate customers

• Client centricity product and service design

Trends and Scenarios – Business Environment – Industry Forces
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• New “Marshall” plans are at the door

• New life organization will move traditional spending towards new customer journeys

• Population ageing is transforming money spending 

• In the last 50 years the global  population has doubled: Asia represents  59% of the global 

population, Europe 10% and North America 4%. And next?

• The global urban population has doubled in the last 50 years and has reached more than 

50% of the global population

• Middle class is falling in mature markets

• Capital markets rewards data driven business models

• The pandemic hit social and economic stability

• We are between a global recession and a possible new consumer boom driven by excess 

savings (post pandemic)

• Expenditures on services is overcoming that on products 

Trends and Scenarios – Business Environment – Macro Economic Forces
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Challenges Opportunities Strategic implications

• Shift from products to services

• Increasing consumer desire to 

prioritize health and wellness 

• Increasingly productivity-focused 

global economy places a premium on 

consumption that facilitates leisure time

• Value-added services can interconnect 

different sectors, designing 

interconnections between new twinned 

industries and services (e.g. fintech, 

insurtech, personalized shopping / 

products, health services, nutrition, 

personalized food etc.)

• Customers have new and rapidly 

evolving problem-to-solve to which 

retailer must find relevant answers in their 

channels

• Digitalization is an enabler 

• Loyalty programs and new business 

model are asking for service 

integration

How do we: 

How do we integrate different services 

providing added value to customers with a 

cross industry and open approach?

Strategy – Challenges, Opportunities and Strategic Implications 
Integrated and value-added services
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Challenges Opportunities Strategic implications

Smart Homes and Connected Appliances 

perform final steps of the value chain (e.g., cooking 

groceries into a meal)

Internet of Things gives us the ability to change 

conventional business models

Consumers place more scrutiny on businesses

Customers want to do less work

Technologies has higher impact on traditional retail 

industry

Increased internet connectivity, high-speed 5G 

networks, and the Internet of Things are 

combining to enable the spread of “smart” cities -

and to generally revolutionize urban settings (e-

com, sharing eco etc.) 

By few years the global population, and especially 

Italian population, will get older and older. There 

will be need for new food services, new health 

services, new real estate services etc.

Customers expect to be recognized, to receive 

recommendation and to be remembered on every 

aspect of their life

IoE is building new personal experience (wearable) 

and new homes (connected appliances etc.) and 

new cities

E-commerce and physical store are now allied

Technologies application are more focused on making 

the journey convenient and pleasant (frictionless 

check out, magic mirror, AR etc.)

Digitization of physical store (omnichannel 

approach)

Customers compare experiences and expect a 

relevant journey which can answer to their job to be 

done preferably in a single touch point (Customers 

want to do less work)

The demographic shift ask for future journeys 

redesign and integration

How do we: 

Integrate different journeys in the city of the 

future: convenient, fast, pleasant, seamless, flexible 

etc.?

Strategy – Challenges, Opportunities and Strategic Implications 
Interconnected and seamless Customer Journeys
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Challenges Opportunities Strategic implications

Technologies has higher impact on traditional retail 

industry (5G, data driven processes etc.)

Make sustainable choices more accessible and 

affordable

Problems with logistics congestion. Government 

and cities' administration are going to regulate 

logistic impact 

Innovations in warehousing, such as robotization 

(automation), can change the way companies leads 

markets and open to new compatitors

Last-mile delivery has become a fertile area for 

innovation

Automation in physical retail and e-commerce 

operations (micro fulfillment centers, automatic 

unloading etc.) is driving new business model and is 

fostering efficiency 

AI and data are challenging traditional activities

as for assortments and supply chains and impacting 

on customer centricity

Urban logistics and last mile delivery is impacting

on the concept of convenience, smart cities and 

house’s layout and facilities

There is space for a sustainable leadership and  

develop a sustainable and transparent approach by 

design of the entire supply chain (packaging, variable 

pricing, 3D printing, circular hub, raw materials, 

manufacturing processes, energy, logistics etc.)

Omnichannel strategies are margin dilutive, so 

they ask for more cost-efficient operations

How do we: 

turn retail operations and supply chain more 

resilient, sustainable and customer centric?

Strategy – Challenges, Opportunities and Strategic Implications 
Resilient, Sustainable and Customer Centric Operations
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Challenges Opportunities Strategic implications

Concentration of AI R&D and implementation (AI 

dominance) can divide market players and 

concentrate customers

Customer / Citizens are more and more driven by 

values and trust

Customer centricity is strictly connected to AI and 

data

People move their preferences fast and wants 

faster answers

Security and agency over personal data could 

become a competitive differentiator

There is a space for a new universal standard of 

customer data ownership and exchange, which asks 

for processes and technologies (e.g. blockchain) 

that support customers data ownership and 

consent data protection and exchange of data 

when customers want to access to a new service 

or want to contribute in terms of value sharing 

(e.g. medical research)

Build a new approach to computational analysis 

which can give feedback and add value also to 

the source of data (the citizen / customer): 

representation of data, data protection and non-

fungible tokens etc.

Develop transparent, fair, trustable and 

understandable intelligence, also exploring the 

potential of general artificial intelligence, which can 

generate a real customer centric retail service

How do we: 

Approach data in a new way and lead to a more 

trustworthy use, share and computation of data 

where both customers and companies are 

engaged?

Strategy – Challenges, Opportunities and Strategic Implications 
AI and Data 
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Objectives Key Results Initiatives

Experiment the integration of value-added 

services in different retail channels (e.g. 

connecting food, nutrition, life science and 

sustainability, fintech and shopping, beauty and 

apparel, social, search/recommendation 

engines and marketplaces etc.)

Set up a cross-industry and a cross domain 

network interested in working on value added 

services in retail and build partnerships

Start a call for start-ups for specific value-

added service in retail

• Receive contribution from other thematic 

areas and anchors on connecting different 

services in the retail channel

• Identify a number of startups (4 to 5) 

capable of bringing value added service in 

retail

• Design a value-added service prototype

• Launch an internal call for contribution 

with anchors and companies in FI@MIND

• Identifying common areas of interests and 

co-design the interconnection of value-

added services

• Design and develop a call for startup on 

value-added service

• Develop/integrate a prototype on a 

specific value-added service

Strategy – Draft Master Plan – Objectives, Key Results and Initiatives
Integrated and value-added services
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Objectives Key Results Initiatives

Experiment the interconnection between IoE and 

retail channels in MIND

Test and integrate in store technologies for 

frictionless check-out

Test and integrate technologies for the digitization 

of physical store (from customer perspective  and 

from associate’s point of view)

Integrate relevant customer journeys in a seamless 

experience

Design a consistent journey which can provide 

solutions and new services for the demographic shift

• Receive contribution from other thematic areas 

and anchors in designing interconnection between 

IoE applications and the customer journey

• Build a friction less journey (e.g. check-out) which 

can be scalable and sustainable from an 

economic standpoint 

• Identify a number of startups (4 to 5) capable of 

providing new customer experiences focused on 

super convenience and flexibility

• Identify in store proper digital solutions (magic 

mirror, AR, mixed-reality etc.)

• Interconnect different journeys 

• Have a first map of the demographic shift future 

needs (in terms of services, inclusive design etc.)

• Launch an internal call for contribution with 

anchors and companies in FI@MIND as far as 

concern smart home, wellbeing and smart 

places/cities in general (IoE applications)

• Identifying common areas of interests and co-

design the role of IoE in the customer journey

• Experiment frictionless check-out, digital 

associate tools, digital coaching for customer, 

omnichannel enablers etc.

• Launch a call for start-up in support to key results

• Launch a research on the needs of future 

customers (connected to the demographic shift)

Strategy – Draft Master Plan – Objectives, Key Results and Initiatives
Interconnected and seamless Customer Journeys
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Objectives Key Results Initiatives

Develop and test autonomous terrestrial drones 

and more in general build a new urban logistic 

sustainable infrastructure (last mile delivery)

Test Data and AI driven supply chain and 

assortment and build a real customer centric 

experience

Explore the application of new automations and 

robotics in retail operations (e.g. inventory 

operations, micro-fulfilment centers, material 

handling etc.)

Find technologies which can contribute to make 

retail operations more cost efficient

Explore the applications of new electric and/or 

self driving vehicles / trucks

Fostering sustainability among the entire value 

chain (e.g. energy, packaging, circularity etc.)

• Receive contribution from other thematic areas 

and anchors on developing an urban sustainable 

logistics

• Build an autonomous delivery service in MIND

• Identify a number of startups / business in AI / 

data driven supply chain and assortments, in 

robotics, terrestrial drones, automation, inventory 

etc.

• Identify a circular model which can be tested in 

MIND or outside

• Launch an internal call for contribution with 

anchors and companies in FI@MIND as for urban 

logistics and circular models

• Identifying common areas of interests and co-

design, if possible, the new urban logistic model 

and the circular model

• Launch a call for start-up in support to key results

• Test one or more terrestrial drones for delivery in  

MIND

Strategy – Draft Master Plan – Objectives, Key Results and Initiatives
Resilient, Sustainable and Customer Centric Operations
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Objectives Key Results Initiatives

Explore current application of technologies in 

data management, computation and protections 

and find the blanks

Develop a new paradigm based on customer data 

agency / ownership overcoming the suspicious 

asymmetry of information

Use AI to build a real customer centric retail service 

(recognize, recommend and remember, feedback 

and repeat), based on this new paradigm

Develop a consistent solution in terms of cyber-

security and regulations

Support with AI and data engineering the strategic 

domain “Resilient, Sustainable and Customer 

Centric Operations”

• Receive contribution from other thematic areas 

and anchors on the development of this paradigm 

and on cyber security

• Develop a universal standard of customer data 

ownership and exchange

• Find the proper solutions in term of cyber-security 

and regulations

• Identify a number of startups (4 to 5) working on 

data agency and exchange

• Identify a number of startups (4 to 5) working on 

AI, General Artificial Intelligence which support 

customer journeys

• Identifying the principles for a transparent, fair, 

trustable and understandable AI which can guide 

the development of computational analysis at the 

base

• Use MIND as a platforms to test this way of 

collecting, exchanging and computing data

• Launch an internal call for contribution with 

companies in FI@MIND

• Launch a research program on universal standard 

of customer data ownership and exchange 

• Design and develop a call for startup accordingly 

to the key results

• Set up a POC in MIND

Strategy – Draft Master Plan – Objectives, Key Results and Initiatives
AI and Data 




